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Abstract. We present new developments on the Cosmi{Ray driven, galati dynamo, mod-
eled by means of diret, resistive CR{MHD simulations, performed with ZEUS and PIERNIK
odes. The dynamo ation, leading to the ampliation of large{sale galati magneti elds
on galati rotation timesales, appears as a result of galati dierential rotation, buoyany
of the osmi ray omponent and resistive dissipation of small{sale turbulent magneti elds.
Our new results inlude demonstration of the global{galati dynamo ation driven by Cosmi
Rays supplied in supernova remnants. An essential outome of the new series of global galati
dynamo models is the equipartition of the gas turbulent energy with magneti eld energy and
osmi ray energy, in saturated states of the dynamo on large galati sales.
Keywords. Galaxies: ISM { magneti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1. Introduction
Numerous proesses have been proposed to explain initial magneti elds in early
galaxies. However all these proesses, like phase transitions in the early universe or
Biermann battery in protogalati objets provide only very week magneti elds of
the order of B  10
 20
G at the beginning of galati evolution. On the other hand,
Rees (1987) proposed that initial magneti elds in galaxies might have been generated
in rst stars and then sattered in the interstellar medium (ISM) by SN explosions,
and subsequently amplied in plerioni (Crab{type) supernova remnants (SNRs). The
mean magneti eld on the galati sale has been estimated to be of the order of 10
 9
G.
Radio observations (see Bek Bek 2009, this volume) indiate that typial ontemporary
magneti elds in spiral galaxies are of the order of few up to few tens of G, whih means
that magneti elds have undergone ampliation by at least four orders of magnitudes
within the galati lifetime. Therefore, a model for eÆient magneti eld ampliation
during galati evolution is neessary. The standard model of magneti eld ampliation
in disk galaxies is based on the theory of turbulent mean eld dynamo (see Widrow 2002
for a reent review).
The mean{eld dynamo theory has been suessful in explaining magneti elds in var-
ious astrophysial objets, however, the lassial, kinemati dynamo seems to be rather
slow in galaxies. Magneti eld ampliation timesale t
dynamo
 (0:5  1)  10
9
yrs is
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too long to explain  1G magneti elds in galaxies whih are only few 10
9
yrs old
(z  1  3) (Wolfe, Lanzetta & Oren 1992, Kronberg et al. 2008). These irumstanes
seem to indiate a need of an alternative approah. We suggest that diret numerial
MHD modeling of ISM dynamis, through onsiderations of detailed physial proesses,
involving major ISM omponents: gas, magneti elds and osmi rays, is neessary to
follow magneti history of galaxies.
2. Cosmic Rays in the interstellar medium
The dynamial role of CRs was reognized for the rst time by Parker (1966), who
notied that a vertially stratied ISM, onsisting of thermal gas magneti eld and CRs
is unstable due to buoyany of the weightless omponents: magneti elds and CRs.
The CR omponent appears to be an important ingredient of this proess. Aording
to the diusive shok aeleration models CRs are ontinuously supplied to ISM by SN
remnants. Therefore, strong buoyany eets due to CRs are unavoidable.
Theories of diusive shok aeleration predit that about 10 % of the  10
51
erg of
the SN II explosion energy is onverted to the CR energy (see e.g. Jones et al 1998 and
referenes therein). Observational data indiate that gas, magneti elds and CRs appear
in approximate energeti equipartition, whih means that all the three omponents are
dynamially oupled. Moreover, numerial experiments by Giaalone & Jokipii (1999)
indiate that CRs diuse anisotropially in the ISM, along the mean magneti eld
diretion.
3. Cosmic Ray transport
To inorporate CR propagation in MHD onsiderations we use the diusion - advetion
equation (e.g. Shlikeiser & Lerhe 1985)
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+ CR soures (SN remnants)
where the diusion term in written in the tensorial form to aount for anisotropi
diusivity of CRs. The soures of CRs on the rhs. of Eqn. 3.1 orrespond to the CR
prodution in Supernova remnants.
The dynamis of ISM inluding the energetis of CRs an be now desribed by the CR
transport Eqn. (3.1) and the system of MHD equations. We note that in the presene
of osmi rays additional soure term:  rP
CR
should be inluded in the gas equation
of motion (see e.g. Berezinski et al. 1990), in order to inorporate the eets of CRs on
gas dynamis. The osmi ray diusion{advetion Eqn. (3.1) has been supplemented to
the MHD algorithm of Zeus{3D MHD ode by Hanasz & Lesh (2003a) with the aim of
studying ISM physial proesses, e.g. Parker instability, in whih CRs play a dynamially
important role.
4. CR-driven dynamo
Referring bak to the issue of galati magneti elds, we are primarily interested in
proesses leading to the ampliation of large sale magneti elds. The original idea of
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CR{driven dynamo has been raised by Parker (1992). Our rst loal (shearing{box) CR{
driven dynamo numerial experiments (Hanasz et al. 2004, 2006; Otmianowska-Mazur et
al. 2007) rely on the following ingredients: (1.) the osmi ray omponent desribed by the
diusion{advetion transport equation (3.1), inluding loalized soures of osmi rays
| supernovae remnants, exploding randomly in the disk volume, while SN shoks and
thermal eets are negleted (see Gressel et al. 2008a, 2008b) for a reent dynamo model
relying on the thermal energy output from SNe); (2.) resistivity of the ISM (see Hanasz,
Otmianowska{Mazur and Lesh 2002), leading to topologial evolution of magneti elds;
(3) shearing boundary onditions (Hawley, Gammie and Balbus 1995) together with
Coriolis and tidal fores, aimed at modeling of dierentially rotating disks in the loal
approximation; (4) realisti vertial disk gravity and rotation following the model of ISM
in the Milky Way by Ferriere (1998).
In the most reent paper (Hanasz et al. 2009) we present a parameter study of the
CR{driven dynamo model by examining the dependene of magneti eld ampliation
on magneti diusivity, supernovae rate determining the CR injetion rate, temporal
modulation of SN ativity, grid resolution, and CR diusion oeÆients. We nd the
dominating inuene of magneti diusivity (treated as a free parameter), among other
parameters, (Fig. 1) on the eÆieny of magneti eld ampliation.
Figure 1. Time evolution of azimuthal magneti ux and total magneti energy for dierent
values of magneti diusivity in simulation series A. The urves represent respetively ases of
 = 0 (A1),  = 1 (A2),  = 10 (A3),  = 100 (A4) and  = 1000 (A5) in units p
2
Myr
 1
.
The fastest magneti eld ampliation, observed in the experiments, oinides with
the magneti diusivity omparable to  '
1
3

turb
(obs), where 
turb
(obs) '
1
3
100 p 
10 km s
 1
' 10
26
m s
 1
. The question of whih physial proess an be responsible
for that large magneti diusivity oeÆients points out towards the urrent studies on
magneti reonnetion (Lazarian et al. 2004, Cassak et al. 2006)
To investigate observational properties of urrent dynamo models we perform a series
of numerial simulations, plaing the loal shearing{boxes at dierent galatoentri
radii. We repliate the ontents of loal ubes into rings, and then ombine rings to
build up a disk (Otmianowska{Mazur et al. 2009). A syntheti polarization radio{map
of synhrotron emission onstruted, on the base of simulated magneti elds and CR
distribution is shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 2. Syntheti radio{map of polarized radio emission for our model at the inlination
i = 80
Æ
and a map of real galaxy NGC 5775
A polarized emission map together with superposed polarization vetors of synhrotron
emission of an edge{on galaxy NGC 5775 is shown for omparison. As it is apparent
the X{shaped strutures of magneti eld, present in the real galaxy, form also in the
syntheti radio image. The presented results demonstrate that the CR{MHD simulations
provide a way of veriation of CR{dynamo models against the observational data.
To summarize the overall outome of the loal simulations of CR{driven dynamo, we
note that the model provides eÆient ampliation of large{sale magneti elds, whih
attain, in the saturated state, equipartition with turbulent gas motions. However,we note
also a drawbak of the loal models, sine the CR energy density remains more than an
order of magnitude larger than gas and magneti energy densities. We reognize that
improvements of the urrent models are neessary, sine the possible reason of the exess
of osmi rays may result from the eet of trapping of osmi rays by predominantly
horizontal magneti eld in the omputational box whih is periodi in horizontal dire-
tions. Therefore, global galati disk simulations should be performed to enable esape
of CRs along the predominantly horizontal magneti eld in the galati plane, in order
to avoid the CR exess.
5. Global disk simulations
Reently we started a new series of global simulations of CR{driven dynamo with the
aid of PIERNIK MHD ode (see Hanasz et al. 2009a, 2009b, 2009, 2009d), whih is a
grid{based MPI parallelized, resistive MHD ode based on the Relaxing TVD (RTVD)
sheme by Jin & Xin (1995) and Pen et al. (2003). The original sheme is extended to
deal with the diusive CR omponent (see Hanasz & Lesh 2003a).
In Fig. 3 we show results of one of the rst semi{global simulations of CR{driven
dynamo. The simulations have been performed for a quarter of galati disk resembling
Milky Way, with parallel CR diusion oeÆient K
k
= 3 10
28
m
2
s
 1
, in a omputa-
tional domain 20 kp 20 kp 20 kp, and resolution of 400 400 160 grid ells, in
16 MPI bloks.
The semi{global simulations onrm the fast ampliation rate of the mean magneti
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Figure 3. Horizontal and vertial slies through the omputational box for a simulation of
CR{driven dynamo in a semi{global galati disk. The olor maps reet: 1: gas density, 2: CR
energy density, 3: magneti eld strength, 4. the ratio of magneti to CR energy densities and 5.
synhrotron emissivity for a saturated state of the dynamo. The gray{sales in all panels, exept
4. are hosen arbitrarily. The darker shades orrespond to larger values of displayed quantities.
The greysale of panel 4. is suh that blak areas represent values of e
mag
=e
r
' 1.
eld: growth time of the mean magneti ux is approximately 210 Myr in the whole
galaxy, whih is lose to the galati rotation period near the orbit of Sun. As expeted,
the global simulations introdue a signiant improvement with respet to the former
shearing{box simulations. It is apparent in Fig. 3 that the ratio of magneti to osmi
ray energy is lose to one in the synhrotron emitting volume (ompare panels 4.and
5.), while over{equipartition of CR energy with respet to magneti energy still holds
outside the disk.
The latest development of our CR{dynamo model is a fully global galati disk simula-
tion (see the omplementary paper by Hanasz, et al. this volume), where we demonstrate
that dipolar magneti elds supplied on small SN{remnant sales, an be amplied expo-
nentially by the CR{driven dynamo to the present equipartition values, and transformed
simultaneously to large galati{sales.
6. Conclusions
We have shown that the CR ontribution to the dynamis of ISM, studied by means of
CR{MHD simulations, in both loal and global sales, leads to a very eÆient magneti
eld ampliation in galati disks.
The osmi ray driven dynamo amplies eÆiently galati magneti elds on a ti-
mesale of galati rotation. The resulting growth of the large{sale magneti eld by 4
orders of magnitude within 2 Gyr (Hanasz at al. 2004), is fast enough to expet  1G
magneti eld in galaxies at z  1 3.
We point out the advantage of global disk models, whih on the ontrary to shearing{
box models, provide CR energy equipartition with magneti eld in the synhrotron
emitting part of the disks.
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